Seeger Center for Hellenic Studies

The Seeger Center for Hellenic Studies offers a limited number of Stanley J. Seeger fellowships to graduate students for summer study and/or research in Greece or other Mediterranean countries influenced by Hellenic civilization -- ancient, Byzantine, or modern. Students from all humanities departments or social science disciplines are eligible. Students from the natural sciences or engineering may also apply, if their work involves collaboration with Greek scholars or field work in Greece. Stanley J. Seeger fellowships may be used for pre-dissertation work (e.g., language study, specialized summer programs in Greece, excavation work, study-travel, etc.), or for dissertation research.

Students interested in applying for these fellowships should consult in advance with the Director of the Seeger Center for Hellenic Studies, after they review the Graduate Student Summer Fellowships and the Study Opportunities in Greece Link on the Hellenic Studies website. To be considered for a Stanley J. Seeger summer fellowship, candidates must demonstrate that they have sought assistance from all other University sources for which they are eligible to apply.

Applicants for Stanley J. Seeger summer fellowships must also complete an application for the Seeger Center for Hellenic studies. The deadline for the application is February 15, 2014. Please direct your inquiries to Christine Twiname at 258-7588.